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dizeS) see dynnu.
dazawunu,  n.  ag.  that  which  burns,  burning. Hazing;  f.
, 97 (with emph. j/).
godl\ m. aspersion, ceremonial sprinkling (of an idol or the
like) with water,   god* dyunu> to asperge, 39, 40.
gofil, see gopkil.
gagan, m. the sky, firmament (in^contrast to the earth), 22, 42.
Used as an equivalent to the Saiva technical term dkasa or
the wide expanse of empty space ; hence, ethereality or the
principle of vacuity (in 1 nsed as synonymous with skim)9
one of the five physical factors, or b/ttitas, viz. the principles
of the experience of (1) solidity 3 (2) liquidity, (3) forma-
tivity, (4) aeriality, (5) ethereality or vacuity (see Kashmir
Saivum, 48, 131, 133, 140, 141, 145). It is also conceived
as sound as such, i.e. sound conceived, not as a sensation.
within the brain, but as an objective entity. It is supposed
to fill the inside of the body, its centre being the heart
(cf. Note on Yoga, § S3). But by the word £ heart ? is not
meant the physiological organ, but the centre of the body,
imagined as a hollow, and filled with this akasa (translation
of Sivasutra-vimarsinl; p. 29). Gagan is used in this sense
of the principle of vacuity in 1 and 26.
Sg. dat. gaganas-knn, (the earth spreads out) to the sky,
22 ; gagana,*, in the vacuity, 1 ; old sg. loc. gagan1^ 26.
ffe&y m. a house, house and home, a house and all that it
connotes, 55.   geli lasim, to serve a house, to be occupied, in
household affaire, to be a householder as distinct from an
ascetic, 32. cf. gih.
gih, m. i. q. geh^ a house, household affairs, life as a householder
as opposed to an ascetic life, 64.
g&j*, £ the opening of a native cooking-range through which
the fuel is fed ; hence, a cooking-hearth (as a part for the
whole), 97.
gal, f, the throat, neck/, sg, voc. shycwia-gala, O thou with the
blue throat,   i.e.   Siva, whose throat was dyed blue by
drinking the deadly Mla-Mfa poison, 13.
gal, f. abuse, foul language, contumelious language ; gdlgand&nP,
to bind abuse (to a person), to abuse, 21.
golu, 1, m. the inner corner of the mouth ; goV* liyonu^ to take
the mouth, hence, to conceal one's mouth ; the mouth, or
orifice, of the upper receptacle, through which grain is
gradually delivered to the stones of a mill to be ground.
When the stones cease to revolve, this orifice becomes
blocked up ; so gratan Jiyotu goluy (emph. y), (when the mill
stopped revolving, then) the mill eoncealed its orifice ;

